As a reliable partner, we carefully guide our clients through life and its challenges. Our
profound experience is the foundation of our range of services, which we have now significantly
expanded and converted into a self-leadership program. This experience prepares you to "take the bull
by the horns" – whether the bull has already showed up or is on its way.

Job, relationships, health and financials - one
challenge or one threat that can suddenly
affect all areas of life. It paralyses and dilutes
the view of the essentials. Loss of control is the
result. The event dominates you – you do no
longer dominate the event. It doesn’t have to
come to this! We offer you an experience that
is going to make you strong and independent.
Mentally. In terms of your health. In many
areas of life. Get to know tools that you can
totally rely on in difficult situations. YOU are
the captain of your life - learn to remain calm
even in stormy times. We will guide you the
way. Learn to know who you really are. We call
it:

Seven days
+ Exclusive group of only 7 participants
+ 5 exceptional coaches
= A life changing experience

Join us in Dubai and the
ultimate PN Experience address: One Palm
Jumeirah. A breath-taking resort where highest
demands are fulfilled. Enjoy the experience of a
5-star comfort zone, while you face your
personal limits at the same time. Expect the
unexpected!

Together with international top coaches, we have established the Self-Leadership
Camp. Within 7 days, top performers from various business backgrounds learn how to
master extreme challenges in life. Our methods are exceptional. Not one day is like the
other throughout this week. Extraordinary experiences will lead you to remarkable
results.

What do a renowned self-leadership
mentor, an expert in nutrition &
well-being, a famous opera singer, a
specialist in functional training and a
neuroscientist have in common? Unique
coaching methods. We combine life
wisdom with science and practical
experience. With our exceptional methods
complementing each other, you will find
your individual way to self-leadership.

The combination of individual and group experience is part of
our concept. We intentionally focus on a small group of
selected participants - all of whom have one thing in
common: They bear a significant degree of responsibility in
their lives. And that is why they are at risk for challenges of any
kind.

Self-Leadership is our intention. We will achieve that by strengthening body,
mind and soul equally. Our focus lies on mechanisms that combine physical with
mental health: Mental training, sport and nutrition are essential components of
our concept. Beyond knowledge and theory the experiences you make are
indispensable. This is the only way to sustainably change behavioural patterns.
On site in our camp and more importantly: back home! We will ensure, that you
are able to apply everything you learned in your daily life.

“I'm overwhelmed! It was great that I could be part of it and gain so
many experiences! Many thanks to all of you! “
Managing Director Major Swiss Bank (retd.) (66)

“I want to thank you for a new life! A very intensive, very
heavy week lies behind us. A journey not only to Dubai
but inside us and beyond. You gave me the chance to
lead my life anew. “Thank you” is not enough - I feel a
deep gratitude for what I was allowed to experience in
the last days.”
Leading divorce Lawyer (45)

“You've put together a week I never expected in my life! I have learned so much, I
have thought so much about myself, I have
become mindful, I breathe into my stomach
and furthermore my backpack is not so
heavy anymore.”
Manager of Communication (64)

“I am so grateful to you for letting
me participate in this experience. It
is like a new beginning in many
things of my life. A life-changer! I
would like to thank you very much!”
Health Care Consultant (43)

“We have got so much input that our life at home will change
and make life appear in a completely different perspective. I'm
really looking forward to what's coming and feel honored to
have been part of it.”
Regional Regional Manager Insurance Group (38)

“You gave us an amazing week!”
COO Major International Bank (42)

Be in balance

Strong alliance

- 140°C

Upside down

New horizons

Unleash your power
Find your voice

